Standing Support Chair
User Manual
Hepro Standing Support chairs
For models S1 to S10

Please read this operating instruction carefully!
Tested and in conformance with the following norms and guidelines:

EN 12182
EN 1335-1, 2, 3
EN ISO 14971

EN 1021 – 1
EN 1021-2
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Assembling
The chairs are delivered unassembled. Except S2 which is completely assembled.
ASSEMBLY
 Put the wheelbase on the floor and the gas spring down in the center.
 Put the seat on the gas spring.
 If the model has a backrest or chest support, mount this:
 Place the backrest gently on the post.
 Press the clamp for the height regulation locking mechanism sideways.
 Then press the backrest to it`s lowest position.
 The backrest is now correct assembled.
 With the clamp pressed sideways the backrest can be regulated to the desired
position .
Install the wheelbase on the floor with the wheels down. Then put the gas spring
with the seat unit down in the center hole. To be sure it is stuck, press the seat unit
firmly down.

Regulate the brake handle on model S2
Loosen the two unbraco screws O to move the brake handle
sideways. It can also be moved to the other side. The
position is locked by turning the screws the other way. Use
the 2,5 mm unbraco key delivered with the chair. (It is
located on the right side of the wheelbase center).
The chair is delivered with the brake handle totaly in
O
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Regulations:
Models S3, S8 og S9







Backrest height: - Press the locking clamp 1
sideways and the backrest can be regulated.
Backrest angle and seat tilt: - Lift the lever 2
against the backrest. Then regulate the backrest
angle and seat tilt to desired position. To lock
this position, turn the lever forward and down
again.
Seat height: Lift the lever 3 for regulation. The
position is locked when you let the lever down
again.
Chest angle and seat tilt: - As for backrest angle
and seat tilt.
Load brake wheels: Lock the wheels when you
sit on the chair, and unlock them when rising up
again.
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Models S1, S2, S6 and S10






Backrest height: - Press the locking clamp 1
sideways and the backrest can be regulated.
Backrest angle: Lift the lever (2) against the
backrest. Then regulate the angle. To lock this
position, turn the lever forward and down again.
Seat tilt: Lift the lever (3) against the backrest.
Then regulate the seat angle. To lock this
position, turn the lever forward and down again.
Seat height: Lift the lever 4 for regulation. The
position is locked when you let the lever down
again.
Central brake on model S2: Press the brake
handle forward to lock the wheels for both
rolling and rotation. The brake is released when
the brake handle is pushed backwards.
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Cleaning
The fabric can be washed in water up to 60°C.
All parts of the frame and chassis can be cleaned with a damp cloth and mild soap.

Warranty
When used in accordance with the Operating Instruction HEPRO provides a 2-year
warranty against defects in material and workmanship.
Please address warranty complains or other inquiries about the product to your
supplier or importer. Always state the product`s serial number as a reference.

Safety Provisions






The chair is an aid and shall not be used as a «toy» for children!
Exceeding approved user weight (120 kg) may cause damage to both user and
product!
All 5 load brake wheels lock when sitting on the chair and unlock when rising
again. It is important to be familiar with this function before start using the chair.
On models with foot support: Don`t stand on it, the chair will probably overturn!
Although the fabric is flame retardant it must not be exposed to naked flame,
cigarette embers or the like!
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